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~ Only people of a faith (no Atheistic trolling). ~
Because of fake Antichrist texts explaining the Messiah comes to save people; many believe the
"2nd coming" is about finishing what wasn't started, of creating world peace (Matthew 10:34).
The scriptures globally say the Messiah returns before the End of the Age, with clear Signs to warn
mankind, and fix the problems (Quran 43:60-77); yet people don't listen, and mankind soon ends
because of it, so lets question why people don't listen.
Rabbinic Judaism has been placed under the Curse of Moses (Deuteronomy 28) for murdering their
Messiah (Zechariah 11), where they're Blinded to understanding prophecy by their Rabbi (Zechariah
12:4).
Muhammadanism follow made up Hadiths, that overwrite the Quran claiming the Messiah comes
back, fixes the religions making everyone follow Sharia law, and then the end comes after.
Christianity following the Pharisees John, Paul and Simon the Stumbling Stone (peter) teach the
world Christ comes back, and every knee will bow, where the nations will accept him.
Baha'i rewrite everything, claiming Baha'u'llah was the image of the Godhead, where he literally
rewrote Christ's teachings to follow the Antichrist teaching of the Pharisees; whilst proclaiming
himself as the last manifestation of God for one thousand years.
If there were more Zoroastrians they'd help unite the gap between Dharmic contexts, and Abrahamic,
as they explain there is a deception placed by the Divine, to remove the demons from down here,
who'd accept evil as good.
Both the Zoroastrian - Saoshyant and the Dharmic - Avatars had cannabis as ceremony, interlinking
that the Messiah in the Bible means a spiritual King anointed in cannabis anointing oil (Exodus
30:23-25).
Thus we can understand them elements leading people to reject listening to the Messiah as a
universal concept in all religion.
This is what the Quran stated, due to factions at Judgement Day i.e. individualized religions, which
are more like cults, people don't realize that religion is all One; it is only language barriers, and
racism that blind us to seeing the whole (Revelation 10:11).
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